We investigate the difference between using an 1 penalty versus an 1 constraint in generalized eigenvalue problems, such as principal component analysis and discriminant analysis. Our main finding is that the 1 penalty may fail to provide very sparse solutions; a severe disadvantage for variable selection that can be remedied by using an 1 constraint. Our claims are supported both by empirical evidence and theoretical analysis. Finally, we illustrate the advantages of the 1 constraint in the context of discriminant analysis.
Introduction
There has been a lot of recent interest in extending the traditional multivariate analysis techniques to high-dimensional settings. A common strategy is to enforce a low-dimensional structure by performing variable selection. With the success of the LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996) , it is very common to achieve this goal by adding the 1 penalty to the objective function (Trendafilov & Jolliffe, 2006; Zou et al., 2006; Shen & Huang, 2008; Witten et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2014) . One such method is the penalized discriminant analysis approach of Witten & Tibshirani (2011) , which inspired this work. It has been observed in simulations (Mai et al., 2012) and data applications (Witten & Tibshirani, 2011 ) that the method performs poorly in terms of variable selection, consistently selecting a much larger number of features than the competitors, sometimes more than 90% of the original features. No sound explanation has been given for this phenomenon.
In this paper we demonstrate that the core reason for the poor variable selection performance in a variety of settings is the nonconvexity of the underlying optimization problem.
The 1 penalty is motivated by the dual problem in LASSO, where using an 1 constraint geometrically means projecting the solution vector onto the polytope that forces certain components to be exactly zero. The constraint tuning parameter controls the level of sparsity; the larger the constraint, the smaller the number of selected features. The convexity of LASSO ensures the solutions to the 1 -penalized and the 1 -constrained problems coincide (Bertsekas, 1999, Proposition 5.2.1) , and so the behavior of 1 penalty and the 1 constraint is identical.
Penalized discriminant analysis solves a nonconvex optimization problem. Hence, there is no guarantee that the 1 penalty behaves the same way as the 1 constraint. In particular, we show that very sparse solutions are not attainable using an 1 penalty. For example, a solution with 10 or fewer variables may not be achievable for any value of the tuning parameter. We derive a theoretical lower bound on the number of selected variables that supports our empirical results. While this research is motivated by penalized discriminant analysis, the results apply to any generalized eigenvalue problem with an 1 penalty.
To our knowledge, this is the first work in model selection that recognizes and quantifies the difference between the 1 penalty and the 1 constraint in nonconvex settings. Moreover, we show that the poor variable selection performance of 1 -penalized nonconvex criterions can be remedied by considering their 1 -constrained versions. The constrained version of discriminant analysis, unlike penalized version in Witten & Tibshirani (2011) , can select an arbitrarily small number of variables.
Generalized eigenvalue problem
Let Q ∈ R p×p (for quadratic function) and C ∈ R p×p (for constraint) be two symmetric, semi positive-definite matrices. In addition, let C be strictly positive-definite. Consider the optimization problem:
Problem (1) is called the generalized eigenvalue problem (Van Loan, 1976) , since the maximum is achieved when v is the leading eigenvector of matrix C −1 Q. This optimization problem arises in many multivariate statistical problems, including principal components analysis and discriminant analysis:
1. Let X ∈ R n×p be the centered data matrix. The first principal component v is defined as
Here Q = 1 n X X and C = I.
Let (X
., n, be independent pairs with X i ∈ R p and Y i ∈ {1, .., G}, where G is the number of classes. Consider the observed within-group sample covariance matrix W = 1 N G g=1 (n g − 1)S g , where S g is the sample covariance matrix for group g, and the between-group sample covariance matrix B =
Here Q = B and C = W .
Canonical correlation analysis can also be viewed as a generalized eigenvalue problem, for details see Witten et al. (2009) . In recent years there has been a lot of interest in extending traditional multivariate analysis methods to high-dimensional settings by enforcing sparsity in the solution vector v. A common approach to achieve this goal is to restrict the 1 norm of v by modifying (1), either by penalizing the objective function or by adding the 1 norm constraint. We define the 1 -penalized problem (1) as
Here λ ≥ 0 is the tuning parameter and the 1 norm is part of the objective function. In the following section, we demonstrate empirically that 1 -penalized problem can fail to select a sparse subset of variables.
3 Empirical evidence for restriction on solution sparsity
For clarity of exposition, we only consider the case C = I. Problem (2) simplifies to
We use Algorithm 1 to find the local solution to problem (3). The full derivation of the algorithm is presented in the Appendix. While the convergence to the global solution v λ is not guaranteed due to nonconvexity, the observed empirical behavior of local solution is consistent with the theoretical results of Section 4. We consider the following four scenarios:
1. p = 100, rank(Q) = 1 with eigenvalue γ = 1 and the dominant eigenvector l with components l i coming from the uniform distribution on [0, 1], standardized as l l = 1.
2. p = 800, rank(Q) = 1 with eigenvalue γ = 1 and the dominant eigenvector l with components l i coming from the uniform distribution on [0, 1], standardized as l l = 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimization algorithm for 1 -penalized problem with C = I.
3. p = 100, rank(Q) = 5, where the 5 eigenvectors and eigenvalues are taken from a sample covariance matrix S generated by 10 observations x i with x ij ∼ N (0, 1) for j = 1, ..., p.
4. p = 800, rank(Q) = 100, where the 100 eigenvectors and eigenvalues are taken from a sample covariance matrix S of 110 observations x i with x ij ∼ N (0, 1) for j = 1, ..., p. Figure 1 illustrates the number of selected variables for each scenario as a function of the tuning parameter λ. As expected, the number of selected features decreases when the value of λ increases. What is surprising, however, is the sudden drop to zero which is observed in all four cases and is most severe for Scenarios 1 and 2. It is impossible to select fewer than 50 features in Scenario 1 and fewer than 400 features in Scenario 2. It appears there exists a λ 0 such that for all λ < λ 0 the solution has at least M non-zero components and for all λ ≥ λ 0 the solution is exactly zero. In Section 4 we demonstrate that this behavior is not an artifact of the chosen optimization algorithm, but rather is the property of the global solution.
4 Lower bound on the number of non-zero components in v λ , v λ 0
We derive a lower bound on the number of non-zero features M in v λ under two simplifying assumptions: rank(Q) = 1 and C = I. Our empirical studies in Section 3 indicate the existence of such a bound in the case rank(Q) > 1, but the additional complexity of the optimization problem (2) makes the theoretical analysis very challenging. Let l be the dominant eigenvector of Q, normalized as l l = 1, and let γ be the positive eigenvalue of Q. First we show that non-zero features in v λ have the largest values of |l i |.
Without loss of generality we assume that
If |l j | = 0 for some j, then v λj = 0 for any λ > 0. For each j = 0, ..., p, we define the vector l j ∈ R p with ith component
In other words, l j is equal to the eigenvector l truncated at the (j + 1)th component, with l 0 = 0 and l p = l. Using the ordering of the features of the eigenvector l,
We derive two lower bounds for the number of non-zero features in v λ . The first bound m λ changes with λ (see Proposition 2), whereas the second bound m applies for any λ > 0 (see Proposition 3). We have discovered that the relationship between the 1 and 2 norms of l j plays a crucial role in determining how large are these bounds.
Remark: For λ < γ|l 1 |, the value of m λ increases with λ.
Proposition 3. Let m = j max ∈ {1, ..., p}, such that there exists r ≥ j with
Scenario 1: p=100 and rank(Q)=1and m λ , m are defined in Propositions 2 and 3, respectively. Figure 2 compares the derived theoretical bound with the empirical value. For nonzero solutions, the number of selected features is always above the theoretical threshold, indicating that the empirical results are consistent with the theory. The lower bound increases both with the value of λ and with the value of p. The increase in λ is due to the increase m λ , hence m λ > m for the large values of tuning parameter. On the other hand, m > m λ for the small values of λ, which explains the dashed line being initially parallel to the x-axis in Figure 2 . Since for both p = 100 and p = 800 the features l i were generated uniformly at random, the observed increase with p can not be explained by the structural differences in l. However, l is restricted to have 2 norm equal to one, which means that an increase in p leads on average to a decrease in the differences between the individual features of l. This suggests that larger differences between the features of eigenvector l can lead to the higher levels of sparsity in the 1 -penalized problem (2).
Corollary 1 gives a lower bound on the number of non-zero features in the global solution to (3). This result applies to Scenarios 1 and 2 from Section 3, and

5
1 penalty versus 1 constraint
In Sections 3 and 4 we demonstrated both empirically and theoretically that 1 -penalized generalized eigenvalue problem can fail to obtain very sparse solutions. Consider 1 -constrained generalized eigenvalue problem
Here τ ≥ 0 is a tuning parameter which constrains the 1 norm. It is natural to ask whether the solutions to problems (2) and (4) are the same, and whether the same restriction on solution sparsity applies to (4). A partial answer to this question is given in Proposition 4.
The reverse is true for convex problems such as LASSO (Bertsekas, 1999 , Proposition 5.2.1), however the generalized eigenvalue problem is nonconvex. Following Bertsekas (1999, Chapter 5) and Boyd & Vandenberghe (2004, Chapter 5. 3), we use a geometry-based approach to visualize the relationship between the solutions to the 1 -constrained and the 1 -penalized optimization problems in the following example.
Example: Let p = 2, C = I and rank(Q) = 1. Let γ = 1 be the positive eigenvalue of Q and l be the corresponding eigenvector, so that Q = γll . We consider two scenarios:
2. x = (0.5, 0.6) , l = x/ x 2 .
The corresponding 1 -constrained optimization problem (4) becomes
This problem defines the set S of constrained pairs
Using the set S, (5) can be viewed as a minimal common point problem: finding a point (h , f ) with a minimal f -coordinate among the points common to set S and halfspace h ≤ τ ,
By definition of v τ , f = −(v τ l) 2 and h = v τ 1 . We construct the corresponding sets S for both scenarios in Figure 3 and identify the minimal common point using τ = 1.1.
Consider the corresponding 1 -penalized optimization problem (2):
Using the set S in (6), we can view (8) as finding the point (h , f ) ∈ S such that (h , f ) = arg min
By definition of v λ , h = v λ 1 and f = −(v λ l) 2 . The solutions to (5) and (8) are the same if (h , f ) = (h , f ). This occurs when f = −λh is the supporting hyperplane to the set S at the point (h , f ). Figure 3 shows whether such a hyperplane can be constructed in both scenarios. In the first scenario the hyperplane can Figure 3 : Visualization of the set S, the minimum common point of S and h ≤ 1.1 and the supporting hyperplane for the set S. The eigenvector of matrix Q is equal to l = x/ x 2 .
S S
be constructed for each τ ≥ 1, and in particular for τ = 1.1. In the second scenario, the hyperplane cannot be constructed for τ = 1.1 as it has to lie below the point (0, 0) and the minimal point of S corresponding to h = 1.4. Moreover, this is true not only for τ = 1.1 but for all values of τ between 1 and 1.4. Hence, for these τ there exists no λ such that v λ = v τ . Consider the shape of the set S in the second scenario. For all τ < 1.4, (h , f ) = (0, 0) is the only point at which it is possible to construct the supporting hyperplane to the set S. This implies h = v λ 1 = 0, hence v λ = 0 is the corresponding solution to the dual problem (8) for all τ < 1.4. In contrast, v τ = 0 only for τ = 0. Therefore there exists no λ ≥ 0 such that v λ 1 = τ for τ ∈ (0, 1.4), leading to a constraint on the sparsity level of the solution v λ .
In the language of optimization theory, the Lagrangian dual problem defines the supporting hyperplane to S in (6), and hence the optimal (primal) solution is greater than the dual solution (weak duality). If the supporting hyperplane intersects S at a single point, as in scenario one above, the optimization problem is said to have the zero duality gap (strong duality) property. If the objective function is convex, as in the LASSO, strong duality is guaranteed by Slaters constraint (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004, Chapter 5) . Unlike the LASSO, (1) is not a convex problem and therefore this guarantee no longer applies.
Our example demonstrates the existence of a duality gap between problems (2) and (4); there exist values of τ > 0 such that the solution v τ cannot be obtained by solving (2). Moreover, these unattainable values of τ correspond to sparse solutions, v τ with very few non-zero components. Therefore, there is a restriction on the sparsity of solutions obtained by solving the 1 -penalized problem (2), but there is no restriction on the sparsity of the solutions obtained by solving the corresponding 1 -constrained problem (4).
Illustrative example: Fisher's Linear Discriminant Analysis
Let (X i , Y i ), i = 1, .., n, be independent pairs with X i ∈ R p and Y i ∈ {1, .., G}, where G is the number of classes. Let W and B be the within-group sample covariance matrix and the between-group sample covariance matrix respectively. Further, assume that X is scaled so that diag(W ) = I. Witten & Tibshirani (2011) find the first penalized discriminant vector as
We use (9) for the analysis of the colon cancer dataset (Alon et al., 1999) which is publicly available from http://genomics-pubs.princeton.edu/oncology/affydata/index.html. It contains the expression of 2000 genes from 40 tumor tissues and 22 normal tissues. Figure 4a shows the number of non-zero features selected by Algorithm 1 versus the tuning parameter λ. Empirically it is impossible to select less than 600 features, with Corollary 1 predicting at least 200 non-zero features. Now consider the constrained version of (9):
The local solution to Problem (10) can be found using Algorithm 1 with the following modification: for each iteration k choose
is found by performing a binary search on the grid [0, λ max ]. Figure 4b shows the number of non-zero features in v τ versus the tuning parameter τ . As τ increases, so does the number of features. Moreover, it is possible to select an arbitrarily small number of variables.
Discussion
We conjecture that the restriction on the solution sparsity is an intrinsic property of any 1 -penalized criterion with a nonconvex objective function due to the likely non-zero duality gap. Other examples of such criterions include Bien & Tibshirani (2011) and Allen & Tibshirani (2010) . The restriction on the solution sparsity directly affects the variable selection properties of corresponding estimators. In future research we are planning to generalize our results to these nonconvex criterions.
where Γ is a p-vector and each Γ j is a subgradient of |q
Algorithm 1 results from combining Steps 1 and 2 with the update (14).
Proofs.
Proof of Proposition 1. Then for each j ∈ {1, ..., p}, F j ≤ F j ≤ F j , where 
Proof of Proposition 2. If F j ≤ 0 then v λ 0 = j since F 0 = 0 ≥ F j and F = max(F 0 , F 1 , ..., F p ). From Lemma 1 it follows that a necessary condition for v λ 0 = j is F j > 0, which is equivalent to γ|l 1 | l 
